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Abstract 
Recently, BBS has a problem which threatens the safety of BBS community: vandalism comments. Such comments occur by 
fault and by misunderstanding. Thus, showing the probability of becoming vandalism comment can reduce such vandalism 
comments. We proposed a method to calculate the probability of becoming vandalism comment. This method classified each 
comment into “Normal comment”, “Vandalism comment” or “Flaming comment” using word and pair of words based on 
Bayesian theorem. As the result of experiment, we showed that proposed method could classify normal comments into normal 
comment class with 64.7% accuracy and vandalism or flaming comments into vandalism comment class with 85.4% accuracy. 
© 2009 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction 
Recently, electric bulletin board system (BBS) has widely spread on the Internet because anyone can 
communicate whenever they want to. BBS is one of the Internet-community and is popular with young users 
because anyone can exchange a lot of information anonymously. It is necessary to maintain normal communication 
in BBS because BBS has the public aspect.  
However, BBS has the big problem that vandalism comments interfere in community activities. This problem 
occurs by the cause that many users are misunderstanding the anonymity of BBS. Furthermore, comments are 
constructed by only character, such comments produce misunderstandings in other users. Therefore, viper posts 
vandalism comment intentionally. The one of the cause of such comments is due to young users’ lack of experience 
in BBS. Thus, it is important to develop new methods to prevent such comments and to assist such young users. 
Japanese government established “Act on the Limitation of Liability for Damages of Specified 
Telecommunications Service Providers and the Right to Demand Disclosure of Identification Information of the 
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Senders” in 2002 and executed in 2003 (Act on the Limitation of Liability for Damages of Specified 
Telecommunications Service Providers and the Right to Demand Disclosure of Identification Information of the 
Senders, n.d.). However, this law is effective only against illegal vandalism comments (e.g. the invasion of privacy). 
Another obstacle is NG-word-filter. In this filter, undesirable specific words are registered as NG-word. If new 
comment includes these NG-words, the filter rejects this comment. The weak point of this filter is that user can pass 
through this filter by avoiding the use of such NG-words. Therefore, it is difficult to maintain the normal 
communication of BBS only by these ways. 
Here, we propose the method that classifies a new comment into normal or vandalism one, and that cautions to 
users automatically when the comment is vandalism. We expect reduction of such vandalism comments for the 
method to notice user that own comment is vandalism comment. However, it has effect on only the users who post 
vandalism comment on BBS because of users’ lack of experience or carelessness. So, vandalism comments are 
divided into two kinds: one is that users post on intentionally and the other is that users post on negligently. In case 
of intentional users, even if they were cautioned, they would not stop posting vandalism comment on BBS. On the 
other hand, in case of negligent comments, if they were cautioned, they would improve their comment. As the result 
of this, it is possible to maintain the normal communication on BBS. 
Our proposed method calculates the probability of a comment being vandalism when it is posted on BBS. Then, 
if it is vandalism comment, it cautions to users. To calculate the probability, we paid attention to Bayesian filter 
which is a kind of Spam-mail filter. We regard the vandalism comment as Spam-mail. However, there are many 
different points between BBS comment and E-mail. Comparing both, we set up to apply the Bayesian filter to BBS. 
2. For evaluation of each comment 
We said that it is necessary to classify comments into “normal comments” or “vandalism comments” and to pay 
attention to users to maintain the normal communication of BBS. Then we clarify the important element to evaluate 
comments automatically. 
2.1. Feature of BBS comments 
In this paper, we classified BBS comments into three types as follows. 
1. Normal comment 
2. Vandalism comment 
3. Flaming comment 
We defined “Normal comment” as the comment whose purpose is to make normal communication. 
We defined “Vandalism comment” as the comment that displeases other users. However, these comments are not 
out of laws. Additionally, “Vandalism comment” is divided in two types. One is the type that users do intentionally 
and the other is the type that users do negligently. In case of the intentional type, it is not likely to reduce the 
occurrence of such comments, even if they are alerted. However, in case of the negligent type, if they are alerted, it 
is possible to do it. As a result of this, it is possible to maintain normal communication in BBS. 
“Flaming comment” is defined as the comment whose purpose is to communicate but which uses vandalism 
phrase. There are two viewpoints about “Flaming comment”. One is the viewpoint that this comment promotes 
discussion and the other is the viewpoint that it is natural to regard this comment as vandalism comment. However, 
it is difficult for human to distinguish “Flaming comment” from “Normal comment” or “Vandalism comment”. 
In this paper, we propose the system which classifies a new comment into a “Normal comment”, a “Flaming 
comment” or a “Vandalism comment”. Then in case that the new comment is classified into “Flaming comment” or 
“Vandalism comment”, this system cautions to users. 
2.2. Attention to Spam-mail filter 
We paid attention to related research and communication tool which was similar to BBS to consider the 
processing of automatic classification. 
There are related researches whose purpose is to analyze the contents of BBS. Matsumura et al involved 
“2channel” (2channel, n.d.) to find out the reason why many users preferred “2channel” (Matsumura et al., 2004). 
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However, this research’s target was to find out the contents of BBS, not to discuss about maintaining the normal 
communication of BBS. 
Then, we paid attention to E-mail system because E-mail is a kind of communication tool on the Internet and is 
similar to BBS in using only character. BBS comments and E-mails are constructed by only characters. In E-mail, 
there is Spam-mail which is mainly unsolicited E-mails and makes users being fed up. The way of blocking Spam-
mail is 2 kinds. One is the way of blacklist and the other is the way of judging by contents of E-mail. In this paper, 
we focused on Bayesian filter which judged the mails by contents (Graham, P., 2002). This filter calculated the 
probability of being spam mail based on learning data set. The data sets are composed of normal mails and Spam 
mails. This filter can classify new mail into normal E-mail or spam mail with high accuracy. There are many 
researches for Bayesian filter to improve accuracy (Ogawa et al., 2009, Uemura et al., 2009). We considered that it 
is possible to classify BBS comment into “Vandalism comment” or “Normal comment” using the method to block 
spam mail. 
However, there are different features between “Vandalism comment” and spam mail. The spam mail’s purpose is 
to advertise their products. In comparison, the purpose of “Vandalism comment” is to displease other users. In 
addition, there is another kind of Vandalism comment that becomes by users’ fault. Then, it is difficult for spam 
mail filter to classify the BBS comment into “Vandalism comment” or “normal comment” because of the different 
features between BBS and E-mail. Here, we show necessary elements to classify BBS comment from the feature of 
BBS comments. 
In BBS, there are many types of comments: for example, the comment that is composed by one word or two, the 
comment that is not consistent and the comment that uses quote and presents an objection. Considering these types, 
it is difficult to classify comments by words only. Also, “Flaming comment” contains some vandalism word. If this 
comment is classified by words only, it is classified into “Vandalism comment” by mistake. Moreover, BBS 
comment does not have format. The format does not become a clue to classify comments.  
As the comment has meanings, the words become clues to classify. We focus not only on words but also on 
combination of words to classify comments. We propose a new method to classify comment with words and 
combination of words. 
We explain about combination of words. First, the comment is divided into word by Japanese language 
morphological analysis. The reason we focus on pair of words was that BBS comment doesn’t have format. So, we 
considered that continuum words like N-gram do not become clue to classify comments. In this paper, we propose 
new method based on Bayesian theorem. This classifies new comment into “Vandalism comment”, “Normal 
comment” or “Flaming comment” with words and pair of words. If new comment is classified into “Vandalism 
comment” or “Flaming comment”, this cautions to users. We explain about proposed method in the next chapter. 
3. Proposed method to evaluate the comments 
Figure 1 shows our proposed method. This method has two phases: learning phase and classifying phase. 
Submitted 
comments
Database
Learning
Query
Response
Submission 
Caution
Learning phase
Classifying phase
User BBSProposed classifier
Figure 1. Construction of proposed method. 
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3.1. Learning phase 
In learning phase, we registered word, the number of the word, pair of words and the number of the pair of words 
from both normal comment and vandalism comment in the learning database. This phase is divided into three parts 
as follows. 
Step1: Classification of comments into “Normal comment” or “Vandalism Comment” 
Step2: Japanese language morphological analysis and making pair of word 
Step3: Registration of word and pair of word in the database 
In Step1, human classified learning data into “Normal comment” or “Vandalism comment”. We registered the 
number of “Normal comment” and the number of “Vandalism comment”. 
In Step2, we parsed the comment using Japanese language morphological analysis. Then, we made pair of word 
from these as shown in Figure 2. This process was done on each comment. 
In Step3, we registered the data from Step2 in the database. There are 4 parameters: “word”, “the total number of 
word in Normal comment”, “the total number of word in Vandalism comment”, “the total number of learning 
Normal comment”, and “the total number of learning Vandalism comment”. The same parameters are used for the 
pair of word. The flow of Step2 and Step3 is shown as Figure 2. 
(I thought that this comment was not so good)
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Figure 2. The flow of registration. 
3.2. Classifying phase 
In the classifying phase, the system classified new comment into “Normal comment”, “Flaming comment” or 
“Vandalism comment” using the data from learning phase. This phase is divided into six parts as follows. 
Step1: Morphological analysis and making pair of words 
Step2: Accessing the learning database 
Step3: Calculating the probability of word and pair of words 
Step4: Calculating the probability of being vandalism comment 
Step5: Evaluation for the comment using two types of data 
Step6: Caution to users in case of “Vandalism comment” or “Flaming comment” 
In Step1, we parsed the comment in the same way as Step2 of learning phase.  
In Step2, the system accessed the learning database and loaded the number of the word and the pair of word from 
Step1, and the number of learning “Normal comments” and the number of learning “Vandalism comment”. 
In Step3, the system calculated the probability that the word and the pair of word composed “Vandalism 
comment”. The probability of the word is calculated as follows. The probability of the pair of word is calculated in 
the same way too. To calculate the probability of being “Vandalism comment”, first, we calculated the probability 
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that each word composed "Vandalism comment". As an example, we show how to calculate the probability of the 
word “ ”. We define the total number of “ ” which composed “Vandalism comment” in learning phase as 
“
ix ix ib ” and “Normal comment” as “xS  ig xS ”. “ ” is defined as the number of learning vandalism comments 
and “GN ” is defined as the number of learning normal comments. When we define “
BN  ixS ” as the probability of 
the word “ ”, “ix  ixS ” is calculated as follows. 
          (1)          GNxSBNxSBNxSx igibibi  S
In Step4, the system calculated the probability that the comment become “Vandalism comment” using the set of 
probability from Step3. The probability of comment “ ” is defined as “y  yp ”. “  yp ” is calculated as follows. 
       (2)                    mimmi immi im xPBxPBxPByp 111111 11)( SSS i
The “ ” in equation (2) is calculated as follows. PB
)/( GNBNBNPB                     (3) 
The “m” in equation (2) is the number of kind of word in the comment. 
In Step5, the system outputs 4 patterns from Step4 as shown in Table.1. The system judges the comment as 
“Normal comment” when the probability from Step4 is below the threshold. It judges as “Vandalism comment” 
when above it. The system classifies the comment into “Normal comment” in case of pattern1 and pattern2. 
̌Flaming comment̍ has some vandalism word and meaningful contents. That’s why the system classifies the 
comment into “Flaming comment” in case of pattern3 based on our definition of “Flaming comment”. The system 
classifies the comment into “Vandalism comment” in case of pattern4. The flow of classification is shown as Figure 
3.
Submit new 
comment The result by 
word
The result by 
pair of words
㽲W䋺㬍 P䋺㬍㹢”Vandalism comment”
㽳W䋺㬍 P䋺䂾㹢”Flaming comment”
㽴W䋺䂾 P䋺㬍㹢”Normal comment”
㽵W䋺䂾 P䋺䂾㹢”Normal comment”
Learning 
databaseUser
Calculation of the  
probability of being 
“Vandalism comments”
Classifying the comment based 
on combination of results
㶎1 W: the result by word set
㶎2 P: the result by pair set
㶎3䂾: Normal by proposed method
㶎䋴 㬍: Vandalism  by proposed method
Figure 3. The flow of classification phase. 
In Step6, when the system classifies the comment into “Vandalism comment” or “Flaming comment”, it cautions 
to users. 
Table 1. Output result of the system.
By word By pair of word System classification 
Pattern 1 Normal Normal Normal 
Pattern 2 Normal Vandalism Normal 
Pattern 3 Vandalism Normal Flaming 
Pattern 4 Vandalism Vandalism Vandalism 
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4. Experiment of validity of proposed method 
4.1. Experimentation environment 
We constructed a trial system to show the validity of proposed method. We used the personal computer whose 
specification is that CPU is Core2duo:1.86GHz, that Memory is 4Gbyte, that OS is FreeBSD7.0, that Program 
Language is Ruby (version1.8.6), that Database is Mysql (version5.0.45), that Web server is Apache(2.2.6) and that 
Japanese language morphological analysis program is Mecab (version0.96)(Mecab, 2006). Mecab was customized 
to deal with internet terminology. 
We embed the process of classifying phase in html file. That’s why our proposed method’s purpose is to advise 
users.  This made it possible to caution to users when they submitted “Vandalism comment”. 
In this experiment, we gathered the sample of comments from BBS from an underground site. These data were 
submitted from November 2004 to April 2008. Then we classified these data into “Vandalism comment” or 
“Normal comment”. The number of “Vandalism comment” is 520 and the number of “Normal comment” is 909.  
After that, we registered these data to learning database. Besides, we gathered 1300 comments to do experiment. 
These data were submitted from March 2008 to April 2008. 
In this experiment, we set the threshold value to 0.75. This value is decided from experimental data. When 
threshold value exceeds 0.75, this comment is classified into “Vandalism comment”. When it does not, this 
comment is classified into “Normal comment”. 
4.2. Validation of proposed method 
To show validity of proposed method we compared the result of proposed method with subjective evaluation. The 
compared result fits 4 patterns as follows. 
(1) Corresponding result of method with subjective evaluation in “Normal comment” 
(2) Corresponding result of method with subjective evaluation in “Vandalism comment” 
(3) False Positive (The system classified “Normal comment” into “Vandalism comment”) 
(4) False Negative (The system classified “Vandalism comment” into “Normal comment”) 
Our goal is to maximize (1) and (2), and is to minimize the number of (4). However, we tolerate the number of (3) to 
some degree. That’s why (3) has no effect on other users. 
4.3. Result of experiment 
We classified the sample comments using proposed method. The result is shown as Table.2. 
 Table 2. The result of comparing subjective evaluation with proposed method classification.
Normal ( by method) Flaming (by method) Vandalism (by method) Total 
Normal (subjective) 495 (64.7%) 188(24.5%) 82 (10.7%, FP) 765 (100%)
Flaming (subjective) 15 (16.9%) 56 (62.9%) 18 (20.2%) 89 (100%)
Vandalism (subjective) 8 (14.5%, FN) 24 (43.6%) 23 (41.8%) 55 (100%)
The experiment data are that 765 comments are “Normal comments”, 89 comments are “Flaming comments” and 
55 comments are “Vandalism comments” by subjective evaluation. Table.2 shows that the number of “False 
Positive” is 82 comments and the number of “False Negative” is 8 comments. So, our proposed method controls 
“False Negative” in 15% or less. However, concerning with “Flaming” and “Vandalism”, this method does not 
classify well. This case is that the method classifies a “Flaming comment” into a “Vandalism comment” or a 
“Vandalism comment” into a “Flaming comment”. That’s why it is difficult for human to distinguish “Vandalism 
comment” from “Flaming comment” or “Normal comment”. By way of experiment we regard “Flaming comment” 
as “Vandalism comment”. Our proposed method classifies BBS comments into “Vandalism comments” with 85.4% 
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accuracy. Actually, “Flaming comments” sometimes trigger other user’s “Vandalism comments”. Our goal is to 
advise users when they post a comment which interfere normal communication in BBS. It is important to increase 
accuracy of “Vandalism comment” classification than to decrease accuracy of “Normal comment” classification.  
One reason why proposed method does not classify well is due to distinctive phrase of BBS (ex. creating another 
word by combining some words). Also, BBS users do not care whether spell is correct or not. Such type of phrase 
couldn’t be done Japanese language morphological analyses. Another reason is that there were not sufficient fit data 
in learning database. As the results, this method does not calculate the probability properly. Thus, it is necessary to 
enhance learning database to improve proposed method. 
Our proposed method classifies BBS comments into “Normal comments”, “Vandalism comments” or “Flaming 
comments” using two samples of data: word and pair of words. Embedding the process of classifying phase in html 
file, it is possible to caution users who submit a “Vandalism comment” negligently. This helps such users to know 
the effect of their comments. Finally, our proposed method reduces such negligent vandalism comments.  
5. Conclusion 
BBS has problems that submitted “Vandalism comment” interferes with BBS community activity. To maintain 
the normal activity, it is necessary to reduce such vandalism comments. “Vandalism comment” is classified in two 
types. One is intentional and the other is negligent. In this paper, we focused on negligent vandalism comments. We 
considered that it is possible to stop the submitting by advising user, when user submits vandalism comment 
negligently. Then we proposed a classification method. 
First, we paid attention to Bayesian filter which is a kind of Spam mail filter. Next, considering the differences 
between the BBS comment and the E-mail, we proposed a classification method using two types of data: one is the 
word and the other is the pair of words. As a result of experiment, our proposed method shows that it is possible to 
classify BBS comment into “Vandalism comment” with about 85.4% accuracy and into “Normal comment” with 
64.7% accuracy. However, proposed method is not enough to classify BBS comments into “Flaming comment”. 
Especially, it is difficult for users to distinguish “Flaming comment” from “Vandalism comment” or “Normal 
comment”. Future work is to propose a new method to classify “Flaming comment” into “Normal comment” or 
“Vandalism comment”. 
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